
PRAISE INTERNATIONAL

TENDING THE SOUL

JOHN 13:34-35  OT READING PSALM 148:1-6

Good Morning – its good to be back!
Thank you to Logan and Jack for sharing in our absence. 
I want to invite you to continue to hold Pastor Luis and Jack in prayer as they minister in El Salvador!

I want to talk with you this morning from John 13 -  Jesus highest greatest and ONLY commandment!

Truth be known we often have a tendency to complicate what is not complicated – Jesus highest and 
greatest commandment – Love.  Not so we could look better than others or prove our way of life as more
effective....but rather to invite us to live where we always intended to live – Fully Alive!  That the beauty
of what God created in us would be seen!

 The good and beautiful life in the Kingdom is an absolute promise of Jesus in John 10:10 - I have
come that they may have life and have it to the full. 

 A life that is visible and demonstrates the virtues of the kingdom – forgiveness, justice, 
relationship and beauty

 The thief comes to steal, kill and destroy.....

Now here is where I am going to invite us to think for a minute.....Jesus gives us the goal of the 
adversary....now my question is this.....does the devil have to be directly involved to steal kill and 
destroy the life God has intended for the human heart?

 The quick answer is NO!

All that has to happen is that we choose to live apart from the Life Jesus or attempt to meet our 
calling to represent justice, forgiveness and beauty apart from Him!
Watch this even when it looks religious - apart from Me you can Nothing!  John 15

I want to talk to you this morning about tending the Heart!
Part of what is on my heart is to share what I believe is not a message to those living in triumphant
places but living and walking in the places of contradiction and difficulty!
I am absolutely convinced that we must be totally surrendered to the the truth of the completed work of 
Christ on the cross...but beloved I am also convinced that there is a possibility to squander destinies 
and callings....Jesus seems to make this clear in Parables like the Parable of the Talents.

 I believe the truth is that we have formed narratives in the Evangelical Christianity....that do not 
lead the the Good and Beautiful Life In the Kingdom - here are just a couple -

*  When we have focused on the ‘sale’ and presented Christianity as an argument to be 
believed...by faith - Apart from a Lifestyle to be lived. - right words – works... we have 
presented Contractual Christianity....you do your part and God will do His....

So keep the rules.....give your time, talent and money.....

This is what Jesus was speaking to in Matthew 7:22-23 from the Message translation
“ Master...our God sponsored projects had everyone talking...I will say ‘ All you did was use me 
to make yourselves important.....”

Jesus gave us another vision – of actual Human life – not religious but is a Lifestyle - Apart from me
you can do nothing - John 15

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  

Col 1:27b  JB Phillips
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Think about this - You did not choose me - I choose you....and appointed you that you would bear 
fruit...John 15:16-17

The Word I think sums up - Jesus narrative is Partnership....Gen 1 intent of the heart of God...
 This Partnership is an Integrated Intentional Lifestyle -that is shaped around Jesus and His

Value system!  Matt 7:13-27

Here is Matthew 7 - Jesus gives 4 images that all have one point - Partnership

1 - The Narrow Gate - Life in the Kingdom is Chosen!

 I have heard and taught this passage emphasizing the issue of the wide gate and Broad way....
◦ But let me be clear about what Jesus did say....the Narrow Gate - Can be found....when it is 

chosen.

 The point is this ....beloved....left to our natural inclination...we will end up on the broad road 
and headed toward the wide gate.

 We naturally take the path of least resistance....
 Now here the concerning part of the path of least resistance.....
 We all to often ‘spiritualize’ the easier path as the blessed side....

IE Slow River - vs - Fast River
Biologist.....found that a slow bending and winding river actually what makes a river 
healthy...is this word that we often do not like....Resistance

 The path that does not come easy...

The intentional Choosing...of the Narrow path.....

Beloved this is the basis of the Gospel....
◦ Strutting and trusting in self...and own sense of accomplishment comes easy.....and by the

way is the very definition of the wide gate...self

It is harder to choose....to say yes to:
* More than just NOT sinning
* PACT – Positional Active Trust

The Shape of your destiny in the Kingdom begins with Choosing the Narrow Way....

Again a mistake we often conclude from Jesus teaching is to emphasize the cost of 
following...Jesus...conclude that is is hard....

Beloved May I make another very obvious point?
*  The Cost of the Broad way....and the Wide Gate....that leads to destruction...?
* The cost of not choosing life....As Dallas Willard called it the higher cost of Non-
Discipleship.
◦ Jesus point - Kingdom life - is Chosen!

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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2.  Image of the Tree and Fruit - Kingdom life is Chosen - but it also comes from the Inside Out!

Matthew 7:15-20
 Inner Character matters more than outward appearances!
 It was the St John Chrysostom “ The false prophets are not ‘heretics’ ...but them that are of a

corrupt life - but wear a mask of virtue”
 Beloved in Western Evangelicalism - much to easy to wear a mask - to elevate 

exceptionalism...the things that catch our gaze....according to Jesus don’t seem to matter 
much to Him....

 Jesus points to the Fruit.....Remember John 15
◦ Abiding...
◦ Living authentically with Jesus and others...

 So that the Fruit of the Kingdom is an actual reality of our life.....not a lesson to rehearse...
 Galatians 5 – The fruit of the Spirit

Kingdom life beloved is Chosen - it comes from the Inside Out - 

3.  Next Image - Deeds or Relationship - Kingdom Life is above all Relational.

Matt 7:21-23
I first memorized this text over 30 years ago....and was and has been frankly a bit terrifying....
On a couple levels....

* Much of what Jesus says here....are things I have given my life to be about....
- Lord Lord
- Prophesy in your Name
- Perform Signs and Wonders....

* Only He who does the Will of my Father who is Heaven....oh man!
* I mean what if I miss the will of the Father?

◦ Here is the point that even gets completely lost in some modern translations....is not ‘doing’ 
the will of God....Jesus point....those 4 words....’I never knew you’

◦ That word for ‘Know’ is used in Luke 1:34 by Mary when she said I have never ‘known’ a 
man....this is a word that is talking about intimate personal experiential knowledge that goes 
way beyond facts....but into relationship.

* The centrality of Relationship with Him - is way more than Doing work for Him.....
 The scary part of this text...??
 Jesus seems to make clear that we can do Works.....APART from Relationship.....
 To be completely candid....this is a huge problem is western evangelicalism....

According to Jesus Relationship is what matters.....Tend to the fire of the heart....
 Kingdom Life is:

Chosen - From the Inside Out - Relational

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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4 - last image...Two Foundations - Kingdom Life has the Right Foundation.

An old saying....if you are going to build up...you first have to go down!\
Matthew 7: 24-27
Ie major hotel in Fort Wayne by highway 24 that had to be torn down after 
completion...some years ago...

 The truth about foundations....is more than an implication.....your life WILL be exposed to 
Pressure.....

 Reality of life is that Pressure is what will expose what your life is built upon.
 Jesus point is clear - there are 2 ways to live 

◦ as s disciple of the Kingdom or not as a Disciple!

The reality of a life built on on the Foundation of the Kingdom.....will be like Psalm 1 
Unmoved by the pressures and strains.....hearts that are Gazing...upon their beloved.

I want to close by talking about what these ideas look like - 
 Lifestyle Choices....that are intentional - integrated and sustainable

How do I tend my Soul – towards active Love?

1 - Up - Devotion to Jesus

*  Bro Lawrence Book - The Practice of the Presence
Written in like 1605 - what like 400 years ago....is as relevant as anything you might 
read....into the idea of lifestyle of living in a place of ongoing communion with Jesus.  7 
day a week relationship with Him.

Tips that have helped me over the years....
1 - Living connected....Prayer life....begins.....by ..... ‘going to bed’  Sometimes the most 
spiritual thing you can do is go to bed....and be ready to get up in the morning...
Most of what we have to ask forgiveness for...happens after 10 so just go the bed....Corey Russell

2 - Living Connected...begins before the freight train of life....starts.....it begins with the 
decision of how you will spend your day before you start the day....

3.- Begin your Prayer life in the Scripture - allow the scripture to begin a conversation with the
Lord....Read it - Write it - Sing it - Say it - Pray it.

4.  Meditate on the truth - using a Model like the meditation model but also simply - 
practicing...the Hebrew word for meditation....muttering...or chewing the cud.  Proclaiming the 
Truth over our own heart!

5.  Journal

2 - In - A Community - 
No I am not talking about my familiar friends that I see every week... I am talking about a 
handful....of 2-3 friends who actually know you.

And the secret is simply this Christ in you!  
Yes, Christ in you bringing with Him the hope of all the glorious things to come.  
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For over 25 years I met weekly with at least 1-3 men - 1-3 times a week
 Today I have a group of 4 men I see at least 2-3 times a week - not just hand shake but we

spend time and share life.
Now to be clear - 

 These are not me in a coaching role....but in an ongoing relationship of commitment 
friendship and passion together....they are not my accountability friends...they are my 
battle buddies....

 I am not suggesting that you have to meet 2-3 times....but beloved....Kingdom values 
cannot be lived in or out - without authentic community and I must tell you after this 
many years it has to be chosen!

3 - Out - Missio Dei - Latin Theological term for - The Mission of God!

 Joining the heart of the Father..in the Mission of God.......who is on mission to bring every heart 
into His family and to experience the reality of His grace and mercy.

 Not as an event Or as a Program...

This is what happened to me – a couple of weeks ago
Doing my morning reading – read this prayer from prayer book (Luke 24 emmaus)

Hidden Jesus, wandering along the way, like a stranger hidden along the way in many 
stories and many faces.  May we listen to our hearts, when they burn with life, knowing 
that you are speaking to us.  Because you are with us along the way in the faces of many 
strangers.

I began to meditate on the stranger – led to conviction and clarity...
 Conviction of how often I don't hear....
 Because I am convinced life is IN what I am doing...
 Jesus I want to see the stranger – I want to see reality and hear what is true
 And then....the neighbor boy walked up
 And then I called a friend.....

Mission is NOT what we do!
◦ It is an integrated intentional expression of a real lifestyle of walking with Jesus in the 

ways of Jesus beloved – having a life shaped by the values of His Kingdom!

Up - In and Out!  Closing Prayer
O God, your Son remained with his 
disciples after his resurrection,
teaching them to love all people as 
neighbors.
As his disciples in this age,
we offer our prayers on behalf of the 
universe
in which we are privileged to live
and our neighbors with whom we 
share it. 

Open our hearts to your power moving
around us and between us and within 
us,
until your glory is revealed in our love
of both friend and enemy,
in communities transformed by justice
and compassion,
and in the healing of all that is broken.
Amen. 
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